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1: Eurovision stars shine at the blue carpet opening ceremony | Metro News
The Stars Shine, The Ocean Is Blue is the fourth volume of Zen poetry by Dae Soen Sa Nim (Great Zen Master) Chang
Sik Kim. These poems cover a wide range of subject matter. Zen Master Kim's poetry illustrates how the natural, cyclical
process exists in all things in the universe from the molecular to the large.

The sky is that beautiful old parchment in which the sun and the moon keep their diary. It feels an impulsion
But the sky knows the reasons and the patterns behind all clouds, and you will know, too, when you lift
yourself high enough to see beyond horizons. A Biography, translated from German by Charles T. Brooks,
Clouds come floating into my life, no longer to carry rain or usher storm, but to add color to my sunset sky.
Do you see that wondrous, winged cloud? As if all the garden flowers had taken flight Into the blue air for a
holiday, And left their tall green stalks beteared with dew? They shift and drift and beg interpretation May
your mountains rise into and above the clouds. I therefore turn my clouds about And always wear them inside
out To show the lining. Merwin And they were canopied by the blue sky, So cloudless, clear, and purely
beautiful, That God alone was to be seen in Heaven. A trillion asterisks and no explanations. Knowles A
cloudy day is no match for a sunny disposition. We see what a little speck we are in the universe, so
insignificant, and we all take ourselves so seriously, but in the sky, there are no boundaries. No differences of
caste or religion or race. VI, edited by James Hamilton, The latest authority among men of science says that
little is known of the causes which balance the clouds in the air. They are formed of water, and water, however
minutely divided or blown into bubbles, is always heavier than the air. And yet these flying fountains of all the
rivers of earth, these armed and thundering legions of the storm, that beat down the forests with hail and bury
the mountains in snow, and flood the plains with water, go floating over us at vast heights with all their mighty
magazines when all our philosophy would require them to sink to the earth. How is the water-dust suspended
in the atmosphere? Sometimes we see a dense heavy mist lying so thickly over the fields that it seems as if
nothing could dissipate it, yet it is so thin and frail that the sun rapidly melts it away. At other times we look
on colossal mountains of cloud, and see the sunlight beating on them all day long; yet they resist him
victoriously, and shine in more wonderful splendour when he sinks below the horizon, and then they
mysteriously steal away, and bright stars shine serenely where they stood. You are standing in the sky. When
we think of the sky, we tend to look up, but the sky actually begins at the earth. Behind me and before me is
God and I have no fears. It is the poetry of Nature; it is that which uplifts the spirit within us. Do your work
with mastery. Like the moon, come out from behind the clouds! VI, edited by James Hamilton, Never waste
any amount of time doing anything important when there is a sunset outside that you should be sitting under!
Yet the powers of numbers cannot compute its enormous age,â€”lasting as space and time,â€”embosomed in
time and space. Book Le Grand," , translated from German by Charles Godfrey Leland, Pictures of Travel,
Mirth is like a flash of lightning, that breaks through a gloom of clouds, and glitters for a moment;
cheerfulness keeps up a kind of daylight in the mind, and fills it with a steady and perpetual serenity. It dusked
the quiet meadow, And the glistening grass; It dimmed the forest fountain And the clover lea; It deepened on
the mountain, Darkened on the sea. VI, edited by James Hamilton, The vast space above usâ€”so near, and yet
in many respects so far beyond our reach, so familiar, and yet so strange
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2: BBC - Travel - Seas that glow like stars
Today, the six countries that have already qualified for the final rehearsed for the second time on the Eurovision stage.
After that, all 43 countries appeared on the ocean blue carpet!

Upper Body 31 Striking Moon Tattoo Designs Moon is probably one of the things that we earthlings have
always been fascinated by. It makes it natural that it should be a popular element in tattoo designs. The fact is
that both men and women have a liking for tattoos featuring. The reasons behind this may sometimes be
obvious and in some cases could have a lot of deeper symbolic meaning. The moon is one such design that
lends itself in a versatile manner with a lot of things including other elements of the sky like the great sun, the
stars. Even celestial beings like pixies and fairies are shown along with the moon tattoo design. This is a really
cool tattoo with the contrast of black and skin. It creates a thought provoking image that is intense and
somewhat ominous. The artist did a great job with the lines especially with the skull as it penetrates the
darkness. Moon not only represents immense beauty it is also regarded as the symbol of femininity and
motherhood. Over the past in many cultures the moon has had a major role and also plays a significant role in
many myths and folklore. Many a man has woven fantasies about the beauty of the moon and compared it
with the flawless beauty of a woman. Likewise women have revered the moon for its luminous and clear
beauty. This is an exceptional piece because it has three dimensional qualities that are really hard to do. The
eyes tell such a story and seem so life like. The lips of the moon have so much detail in them. The color
choices of white, black, grey and red create this over world type quality that is so mysteriously and somewhat
alluring. In astrology, the moon is nothing short of one of the main players. It is associated with the planets
and the earth in many significant ways. Plus the moon as the mother and the representative of motherhood has
a strong influence in eastern as well as western cultures. With her cool rays and soothing look, the moon is
definitely a motherly presence. Another thing that the moon is associated with is feelings and emotions. This
moon is just a sliver compared to the dragon. It appear to be the dragons support system. Almost like his
resting place or something. The colors go really well together and the details are quite vivid. In fact it has been
scientifically proven that the moon does have some effects on our mind, the movement of the waves and many
other things. People who are into science believe that mood came about into existence due to the crash of a
planet on to earth many years ago. These five images are super complicated and extremely well done. Take a
moment to enjoy the talent this artist has and what patience and expertise it would take to make this images all
look the same and yet all be so very different. It seems to be the various stages of the moon as it cycles each
month. In a tattoo design the moon could be depicted in many sizes and in numerous ways. Some choose to go
with the fantasy element and show celestial beings like pixies and fairies lingering near the moon. Some like
to show the moon along with the sun, some go with the blue moon, some with the black looking moon and
some with the various types of moon as it goes through the cycle. This is a really gorgeous image of a raven.
With such a large amount of dark colors, the artist used quite a bit of ink to really penetrate and make it look
so good. Another thing that the moon has often been associated, especially in Native American lore is with
animals. They associate the moon with coyotes, crabs, wolves, bats, cats, jaguars and many other creatures of
the night. The native American tribes tracked the cycle of the moon and had names for each month. The red
hues used in this are on point. The howling wolf looks so real. The detail in the fur is really cool because it
looks like the wind is blowing it. January was the wolf moon, February was associated with snow moon, the
month of March with Worm moon, the warm month of April with Pink moon, May with flower moon, June
was linked with the strawberry moon, July with the buck moon, August with sturgeon, September with
harvest, October with Hunter, November with beaver and December with the cold moon. Considering the
rough seasonal changes and changes in nature this makes a lot of sense. There is so much going on in this
image. The shading done on the moon is really cool because it shows the craters in the moon. The little child
fishing for stars is super cute and this probably has a lot of sentimental value. Moon is such a complex subject
for tattoos that it represents some elements of fantasy like moods, emotions, beauty, renewal and other things
and also earthy and strong elements like motherhood, balance, nurturing, calm, serenity and balance among
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other elements. Do you see the little stars intertwined in the hair and above the moons? The line detail here is
pretty much amazing. Since the moon is closer to the sky and thereby the heavens it is not wrong to associate
with divinity and other related aspects. Among the people of the orient the moon represents Yin the symbol of
night, darkness and femininity and the sun represents Yang the forces of day, light and masculinity. Couples
find this tattoo depicting the sun and moon working together to provide day and night very significant for
tattoo designs. Here is a classic moon image with the clouds hanging around it. The shading helps add
dimension to the craters for a more realistic look. This has kind of a skater girl look that is hip and edgy. Does
anyone else think the red on her head looks like eyes? The artist did a really good job with the line detail. Her
eyes seem so big and cartoon like which is what they were going for here. She chose a pretty gnarly spot to get
inked but the outcome was beautiful. What a neat idea to have such beautiful imagery within the moon sphere.
It has a tree, angels and day and night. We love this for so many reasons. First, the color is exquisite. The use
of white to exhibit contrast is such a great idea and the whole thing is just amazing. There is such a simple yet
complicated beauty to this image. Check out the incredible detail in the flowers. We really like the variation in
colors as well. This is an excellent piece. The way that the rose wraps around the moon makes it look really
well done. We like the added dimension of the butterfly. This is a tribal look that has a deep black color as the
only color chosen in this palette. What do you think of this? Behind the ear tattoos look really cool when they
are done right. We like the added pops of sparkle around the moon which are probably the stars. This is a
pretty interesting piece. They did a great job with the shading and line detail. This is really great. This is a
really pretty tattoo. The eyelash detail and the sharp lines makes for a really good look. This angry moon has
an interesting look about it that would be sure to be a great conversation starter. What do you think about the
stars rising from it? Check out the line work on this. This is super cool because it shows all the moons cycles
over the course of a month. We love the detail in this piece. She chose great placement for this art. The white
makes the entire piece seem to sparkle. This is a neat version of the solar system. She could easily keep going
and make a full sleeve which would look pretty cool. The pastels she added in there look very cool. This is
very detailed and has such a fresh and springlike feel to it. We love the various detail here. The artist did a
tremendous job with this design.
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3: Blue Stars - Universe Today
Lisbon Today #8 (6 May ): Eurovision stars shine on the ocean blue carpet Posted 6 May at Today, the six countries that
have already qualified for the final rehearsed for the second time on the Eurovision stage.

We said that at the end of their lives these stars expand, taking up much more space than before. This is
exactly what a giant star is. Formation As a sun -sized star gets old, it starts to run out of its hydrogen fuel.
This means all the stuff in the middle of the star gets close together. As the center gets smaller and smaller it
starts to heat up again. When it gets hot enough it will start to burn a new fuel called helium. Once ignited,
helium burns much hotter than hydrogen. The extra heat pushes the outer layer of the star out much further
than it used to be. This makes the star much larger. Imagine a hot air balloon. As the air inside the balloon gets
hotter, it stretches the balloon out further and further. As the giant star gets hotter, its outside stretches out
further and further. Ironically, when a main-sequence star nears its death, it becomes bigger and forms into a
giant star Did you know? Many of the stars you see at night are giant stars. This is because like a lighthouse,
giant stars glow very brightly. When the Sun becomes a giant star, its light will shine much further into space
than it does right now. Because they are so bright, giant stars can be seen from enormously long distances.
Blue Giant Stars Blue giant stars are large and compact, this causes them to burn their fuel quickly. This
makes their temperatures very hot. These stars often run out of fuel in only 10, â€” , years. A blue giant is
extremely bright, or luminous. Like a lighthouse, they shine across a great distance. Even though blue giant
stars are rare, they make up many of the stars we see at night because they shine so brightly. Blue giant stars
die in a spectacular way. They grow larger like the sun-sized stars. Supernova explosions can be brighter than
an entire galaxy, and can be seen from very far away. Blue giant stars are large, so they last shorter than red
giants since they burn fuel faster. Red Giant Stars In a few billion years, our Sun will turn into a red giant star
and engulf the inner planets of our galaxy. Red giant stars reach sizes of million to 1 billion kilometers in
diameter. This is about times the size of our sun. Red giants are bigger than blue giants. Their energy is spread
over a larger area. This causes red giants to be cooler than blue giants. Red giant stars are bigger than blue
giants, so they are cooler. Future of Our Sun When the sun becomes a red giant in approximately 5 billion
years, life on Earth will cease to exist. However, when stars become red giants, they may create other solar
systems where life can thrive. More on Red Giants:
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4: Pigments through the Ages - Ancient Egypt
This is a blue-white star, located only a couple of dozen light-years away. It's one of the easiest stars to find any
northern autumn, because it's so bright and so solitary.

The most famous blue diamond is the Hope diamond, which was discovered in the mids in India. It is now part
of the gem and mineral collection at the National Museum of Natural History in Washington. Scientists know
what makes some diamonds blue. But where do the rare gems come from? New research gives a glimmer of
an answer. Other blue-tinted diamonds have been found in southern and central Africa, South America and
Borneo. But there are very few of them around. Of all the diamonds that have made it to the surface of the
Earth, less than. Known in the scientific community as type IIb diamonds, blue diamonds get their telltale
colour from small amounts of boron that were locked into their crystalline structures when the diamond first
formed. It is well known that blue diamonds contain boron, but this fact has long been puzzling to geologists.
This undated photo made available by the Smithsonian Institution shows the Hope Diamond. Blue diamonds
are the rarest of all, but how they formed billions of years ago is a mystery. Now, scientists who scrutinized
dozens of them conclude that they originated deeper than more common ones. All rocks have a story to tell,
but diamonds can be tight-lipped. These are known as inclusions, and although they are very tiny, they are
much more forthcoming. To determine the chemical makeup of a diamond inclusion, scientists usually shine a
laser at it. The way the light gets scattered back tells them what molecules are in the inclusion, and the
diamond remains unharmed. Smith asked his colleagues to let him know when a blue diamond came across
their desks and if it had inclusions. Within a few hours, he returned the diamond to the stream of gems being
graded. In addition, he found that the mineral environment in which the diamonds were born is most similar to
what you would expect to find in rocks from the ocean floor that have been subjected to an immense amount
of pressure. When two tectonic plates converge, oceanic plates are known to sink back into the mantle in a
process called subduction. The presence of boron in the blue diamonds suggests that at least that element was
able to hitch a ride with the subducted oceanic plates into the deep mantle, Smith said. He added that more
analysis of the chemical makeup of inclusions in blue diamonds may shed more light on the presence of water
in the deep mantle.
5: Red and Blue Giant Stars - Stars - Astronomy for Kids
Seas that glow like stars A bizarre natural phenomenon lights up the water off these three beaches, making the sea
shine with a surreal blue light. Share on Facebook.

6: Moon Quotes ( quotes)
Mix - Mike Perry - The Ocean ft. Shy Martin YouTube The Chainsmokers & Coldplay - Something Just Like This (Lyric) Duration: The Chainsmokers 1,,, views.

7: 31 Striking Moon Tattoo Designs
Here's the full list of all the songs on the internet containing the lyrics: 'for making the sun to shine for putting the stars in
the sky'.

8: Shine! by Patrick McDonnell
The sky was a midnight-blue, like warm, deep, blue water, and the moon seemed to lie on it like a water-lily, floating
forward with an invisible current. ~Willa Sibert Cather The sky above the port was the color of television, tuned to a dead
station. ~William Gibson.
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9: Ocean Chevron Quilt â€“ Stars & Sunshine
Intensely blue images of Heaven carrying yellow stars shine from the ceilings of egyptian temples. Blue is the color of
the Universe, of the movement of the Sun and the Stars in the firmament merging into the Ocean at the edges of the
painting.
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